Preschool Animated TV Series
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26 x 7 Minute Episodes
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Vimeo Link of the Finished First Episode
Password - Kiki

Kiki... A Unique Concept.
Kiki is a little bird.
It is sad but true, our little Kiki can’t fly like her friends and family.
Kiki wants to join in and experience all that everyone else feels.
So the challenge is set in each episode for Kiki to have fun, learn, join in
and share.
Luckily for Kiki, it is her father who comes to her rescue by building her, her
own little plane.
Now Kiki can fly.
Kiki’s adventures are brought to life through the joy of music.
Each episode is an original song, which is the storyline and narration.
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Kiki / Main Character

Kuki, Kiki’s Brother

She is a little bird who
doesn’t know the meaning of
giving up.
She has a big heart with a
“can do” attitude and loved
by all.

Kuki is always busy building
things, a bridge over the lake
for mice to cross, a boat for all
his pirate adventures, cages
for his pets to live in, his own
cubby house high in the trees.
But his greatest building
challenge is to try and build
a plane, just like Kiki’s,
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Kiki’s Mum

Kiki’s Dad

Kiki’s mum is a vet.
She run’s her own practice
where she cares for all the
sick and injured animals.
Kiki likes to help her mum
after school, helping to put
band aids on cuts and
keeping the sick animals
company.

Kiki’s dad has a very
special job. He workers in
the mines where he sings
songs to the workers all
day long.
The miners love his
singing and it makes their
work day go by fast.
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Kiki’s Little Plane

Ants / Supporting Cast

Designed and built by her Dad with the
help of all the little ants.
Now “Kiki Can Fly” and join in all the
adventures.

They provide comedy relief with their
antics.
Multi talented with skills that add to every
situation.
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Kiki’s Environment
Kiki’s home is high up in the trees, a little neighbourhood of cute bird
houses where her family and friends live.
Each house has it’s own quirky style and colour, which adds to the
charm and character of Kiki’s surroundings.
There is a railway line high up, where weary birds can relax and are
safe to travel home from work.
A beach, large city and airport nearby where lots of adventures are
played out.
And a school, where memories will be made.
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Kiki - Going To The Zoo / Completed Animated Episode
Kiki and her brother take a trip to the zoo where she discovers a whole
world out there which is much bigger in size than she is.
When visiting the animals she can only see all sorts of legs. Big ones, fat
ones, hairy ones, spotted ones and wet ones too.
But Kiki can’t see who they belong too from down on the ground.
This frustration turns into disappointment, particularly when her brother can
see who all these legs belong too.
And on top of all that, a cheeky monkey steals her favourite dolly.
Seeing her disappointment, her brother suggests for her to run back home
and jump into her little plane.
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Kiki discovers a much bigger world as she flies over the zoo and
connecting a face to a leg, seeing the whole animal.
Kiki’s excitement of seeing all the animals becomes infectious with the
happy animals all joining into a spontaneous dance.

Vimeo Link of this Episode / Password - kiki
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Vimeo Link to Story Board and Sound
Password - beach

To The Beach
Kiki and Kuki are playing in a blow up pool when suddenly it begins to leak.
Don’t worry say’s Mum, we will go to the beach.
So they load the car and head for the nearest beach, but nothing goes right.
First the car blows a tyre, then they get caught in a huge traffic jam with
everyone heading to the beach.
When finally making it, they find the beach is full of animals of every kind.
There is no room on the sand for our little band. To top it off, when Kiki and
Kuki get in a queue for an ice cream and finally making it to the front, the ice
cream has run out.
Kiki say’s, “I’d rather be home”. While driving back Kiki thinks, there must be a
beach where no one goes. So she hatches a plan to find this perfect spot.
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Vimeo Link to Story Board and Sound
Password - nomoo

No Oink, No Moo, No Voices
In this adventure, Kiki’s mum, the vet, takes Kiki with her on what should be
a routine visit to a farm to inspect the animals.
Kiki is excited at the prospect of meeting the animals when they get to the
farm. The farmer tells Kiki’s mum that a man had come to the farm the day
before, wanting to buy the cow.
When told the cow was not for sale the man became angry revealed that
he was really a wizard. He put a spell on the animals stealing their voices,
putting them in a sack and running off.
The adventure tells the story of how Kiki, using her little plane and with the
help of her brother Kuki and their friend Nat the rat, find the wizards cave and
manage to restore the voices to the farm animals.
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Vimeo Link to Story Board and Sound
Password - kikitry

Try, Try, Try, If You Want To Fly
It’s a fact, Kiki can’t fly. Brother Kuki decides it’s up to him to teach her.
He has a plan and isn’t going to give up until Kiki can fly.
Some of his methods are daring, using trampolines, swings, balloons,
even a giant sling shot.
Despite his best efforts, Kiki always ends up each attempt with a bang,
splash or thud.
Luckily Kiki’s mum is a vet, and is kept busy bandaging the would be flyer.
Taking notes of all these attempts to fly is Kiki’s dad, hatching his own plan.
He is not about to let Kiki’s attempts go unrewarded.
After toiling in his work shed long into the night, he has a surprise for his
brave little girl.
In the morning dad takes Kiki, Kuki and mum to his shed. Kiki opens the
door, and what does she see?
A shiny new plane, just her size. There is no stopping her now....
Kiki can fly.
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Kiki’s Big Ocean Cruise

Kiki And The Cat

Today’s the day. The bags are packed. Kiki has never seen anything as big
as this ocean liner in front of her before with all the hustle and bustle of so
many different animals all trying to board.
Far out at sea a big storm puts a halt to all the fun. With the engine broken,
and no spare part, various attempts are made to get back to port.
A row boat, setting up sails, fixing the engine, but all attempts fail to move
this giant ship.
Kiki to the rescue. She is the only one who can fly the long distances in her
plane. All the animals help to make a temporary runway over the back of
the ship for her to take off and land safely.
Kiki saves the day, and it’s not long before the holiday fun starts again.

A hungry Kiki sits down to breakfast when all of a sudden the house
starts shaking. Is it an earth quake?
The house shakes again. What could it be.
Kiki and Kuki race to the window. Outside the trees are swaying from
side to side, the house shakes again. Then they see it. There is a cheeky rat
making faces at a cat, and the chase is on again.
Kiki and Kuki venture outside to see what it was all about. But the rat
and cat are nowhere to be found. Both have disappeared.
Kiki takes off in her little plane to make sure the cat is all right. Eventually
she finds more than she expected, the cat and three little kittens.
What is she to do next. Find out how Kiki makes friends.
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Key Creative Team

David Skinner / Sound

Victor Glushchenko / Animation Director

Murray Van / Creative Director

A composer and producer of music for film, TV
and related media.
As a songwriter, singer and musician David has
been involved with bands since the mid ‘60s in the
UK, writing and collaborating on hit records and
international covers as well as producing singles
and albums for Australian artists.
As a keyboard player in the UK, David played on
many album sessions through the “70s and toured
with bands including Phil Manzanera’s 801,Bryan
Ferry and Roxy Music.
David works out of his studio in the Blue
Mountains near Sydney, Australia.

A highly talented animator.
Victor also animates for the prestigious Rising Sun
Pictures, working on international films and TV series
such as - Gravity, Harry Potter, X Man, Charlottes’s
Web, and Wolverine to name just a few.
It’s his love of 2D animation that has made Kiki
come alive and shine above most preschool
projects.

One of Australians most successful illustrator and
art director. His unique style is legendary.
Working on scores of animated TV commercials
for some of Australians leading companies.
Creating a range of children books - HooRoo The
Kangaroo, was also a highlight, selling over 4 million
copies in a number of countries. Success followed
in licensing and merchandise.
Creating new art for international properties such
as Bananas In Pyjamas, Thomas the Tank Engine,
Disney, also proved to be successful.
Victor and Murray work out of their respective
studios in Adelaide, Australia.
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www.kikicanfly.com
Kiki Series / Preschool 2-5
Duration - 26 x 7 episodes.
One episode completed / 5 story boards and sound tracks completed with
11 stories scripted (July 2017) and work continuing.
AUS $245,000 raised to date. A further AUS $204,000 (studio $) available.
Co-production welcomed
To complete the 26 Kiki episodes / AUS $780,000
Kiki copyright / HooRoo Studio Pty. Ltd.
Kiki animated episodes and music jointly owned by Murray Van, David Skinner
and Victor Glushchenko.
HooRoo Studio Pty Ltd
116 Grant Ave Toorak Gardens South Australia 5065 Ph. +61 8 83331407
email: hooroostudio@optusnet.com.au
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Received S A Film Corp. travel grant support
to attend Kidscreen Miami 2017
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Kiki Merchandise / Making and Keeping Kiki Popular
With the high standard of animation, and wide “girl, boy” appeal,
Kiki and Kuki are naturals for merchandise.
From the outset, merchandise has always been in front of mind, as we
know the longevity this brings,
Children will also be encouraged to look after “live birds” in their own
backyard.
We have a great understanding of licensing and merchandise.
Music is a natural for Kiki, as we have a song for each episode.
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